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Coach Bri Nichols
DYNAMIC SPEAKER

& ACCOUNTABIL ITY COACH

MEDIA KIT



Who is Coach Bri?
DYNAMIC SPEAKER & COACH

Coach Bri is an coach and dynamic speaker who covers a wide range of topics
including adversity, accountability, and advocacy. Using personal businesses as a
model and motivator, Coach Bri is transparent on what processes help best to build
the most successful set of organization skills. Coach Bri has helped countless
individuals navigate setbacks and struggle in a way that is savvy, positive, and
effective. 

Coach Bri is also the founder and host of Turn Your Stress Into Success Podcast.
Coach Bri’s philosophy remains, “You can’t guarantee instant success, but you can
guarantee instant progress!”
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Client  Testimonials

SPEAKING TOPICS

Accountability- The importance of
introspection. You are responsible for
your future and you can choose your
actions but you can’t choose your
consequences.

Effective Communication- How to
exchange information with clarity and
purpose. You are responsible for the
message you send, not what’s perceived.

Successful Habits In Transition- How to
strategically plan for success through
adversity. Proper preparation prevents
poor performance. 

Coach Bri helped me to refocus my
energies in completing some major goals
in my busy life, working a full time job and
starting a business is definitely not easy,
Bri’s coaching style was and still is super
effective, I am able to approach every
situation with a what would Bri do moment.

Bri breathes life and positive energy
into everything she does. Bri emceed
my “Say Their Names” candlelight vigil
last year in Bridgewater and she wove
the entire evening together
seamlessly. She’s a wonderful and
inspiring speaker with a bright future.
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The Podcast 
@COACHBRINICHOLS

Coach Bri Nichols interviews guest on how they've turn their stress into success.
Learn how to build the bridge to a better life by redefining stress and turning it
into success. "Peace is not the absence of conflict, peace is the absence of inner
conflict." “I can’t guarantee instant success, but I can guarantee instant progress!”
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Ep16: Invest In Yourself
with guest Zion Rozier

Ep13: Don't Be Bitter, Be Better
with guest Dr. Joanne Chestnut

Ep2: Weight On A Scale
with guest Yogi Marquis

Ep14: Is Your Bridge Burning?
with guest Hillarie Kay


